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Abstract—Industrial Cyber-Physical System applications, especially distributed ones are designed and implemented in many
standard approaches, one of them being IEC 61499 distributed
programming standard. This article presents a case study of
applying couple of refactoring methods and techniques in order to
improve readability, maintainability, reuse-ability and debugging
friendliness of existing function block applications. The article
presents some software metrics for pre and post refactoring
function block applications for measuring the effectiveness of
refactoring.
Index Terms—IEC 61499, Model based design, Refactoring,
WCET analysis, Software Metrics, Software Engineering

I. I NTRODUCTION
IEC 61499 [1] is a standard for distributed control system
design and implementation that has of late gaining lot of traction. It is considered as the main enabler of distributed and intelligent automation [2] for industrial Cyber-Physical Systems
(iCPS). With its increasing adoption in the industry [3] it has
become necessary to practice good programming techniques
for design and implementation of IEC 61499 systems. Authors
believe that the standard is in a phase where widespread
adoption is just around the corner thanks to initiatives such
as European Competence Centre for IEC 61499 [4].
iCPS control software is mostly dominated by two standards, IEC 61499 [5] and IEC 61131-3 [6]. At the core of
these two standards is the concept of Function Block (FB)
which supports modularity (hence re-usability). FB can be
treated as representing an object because FBs have types
(encapsulate date and algorithms) and they are instantiated
in order to be used. Their interface is well deﬁned making it
easier to communicate with other FBs (objects). Given these
features, programming using these standards can be considered
object-oriented, although technically they are not since they
don’t support inheritance. (We do not discuss here the objectoriented extension to IEC 61131-3 implemented in CoDeSys
tool.).
Given the similarities of software engineering using function
blocks to object and component-oriented design in the general
software engineering and many ideas and concepts aiming at
the code quality improvement can be borrowed from there.
Applying design patterns is one such technique and so is the
refactoring. In this paper, we present refactoring techniques
applicable to function block application designed using IEC
61499 standard. The basis of refactoring presented in the paper
is by applying design patterns presented in [7].
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IEC 61499 promotes modularity and often the goal of modularity is misunderstood or misstated. The goal of modularity
is not just to make things easier but to also hide the things
that are hard. Modules should also be easily replaced/updated
without affecting system downtime or extended maintenance
time. Ralph Johnson [8] says ”Before software can be reusable
it ﬁrst has to be usable”. There is a difference between
modules that are usable within a project and modules that
are usable across projects, standard libraries are examples for
later case and these library modules have a degree of reusability. A direct implication of modularity is re-usability,
and we never talk about if it is really re-usable when we
design. It is easy to design modular applications, but difﬁcult
to design for re-usability. There are software metrics that
show a degree of re-usability, one such metric is proposed
in [9]. This paper by using a case study example will show
how refactoring can result in creating more library function
blocks with high re-usability. The paper will also show the
other metrics proposed in [9] for both pre and post refactored
function block application (FBA).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section II provides some background about IEC 61499 standard, motivation
and software metrics used to analyze the effect of refactoring.
Section III presents literature review, section IV presents the
case study used in this paper, Section V presents couple of
refactoring methods and techniques. Section VI presents some
results of effects of refactoring by analyzing software metrics
for both pre- and post re-factored function block application.
The paper ends with the conclusion and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. IEC 61499
In IEC 61499, the basic design construct is called function block (FB). Each FB consists of a graphical event-data
interface and a set of executable functional speciﬁcations
(algorithms), represented as a state machine (in basic FB), or
as a network of other FB instances (composite FB), or as a set
of services (service interface FB). FBs can be interconnected
into a network using event and data connections to specify
the entire control application. Execution of an individual FB
in the network is triggered by the events it receives. This welldeﬁned event-data interface and the encapsulation of local data
and control algorithms make each FB a reusable functional
unit of software.



Figure 1. The basic FB ALU: interface (left), ECC diagram and algorithms
(right)

As seen from Fig. 1, a basic FB is deﬁned by the signal
interface (left-hand side) and also its internal state machine
(called Execution Control Chart (ECC)) on the right-hand side,
and deﬁnition of the three algorithms (executed in the ECC
states).

blocks), modularity and maintainability. This paper is a result
of work that went behind the design of systems in our lab [11].
Brian Kernighan says “Debugging is twice as hard as writing
the code in the ﬁrst place. Therefore, if you write the code as
cleverly as possible, you are, by deﬁnition, not smart enough
to debug it.“. When we started to refactor, the following were
the common “code smells“ we saw:
• Too many ECC states in a single basic function block.
• Too many ECC transitions, branching transitions, crisscrossing transitions, repetitive transitions, looping transitions.
• A function block doing too much, determined by the fact
that it had too many interface artifacts (I/O events and
I/O data on the interface)
• Don’t repeat yourself (DRY), we were repeating same
algorithms in more than one ECC states, we were repeating pattern in ECC transitions (similar condition but with
different variables)
The second hurdle was applying model checking formal
veriﬁcation techniques [12]. We have seen that our refactored
application is much easier to model check using NuXMV [13]
due to the reduced complexity of SMV modules [14].
C. Software Metrics

Figure 2. FB system of two ALUs designed in the NxtOne development
environment

A function block application is a network of FBs connected
by event and data links. As an example, let us consider
an application that consists of two ALU function blocks
interacting with each other (Fig. 2). This example, of course,
is not comprehensively covering all FB artifacts and is used
for illustrative purposes.
The application consists of two instances of the arithmeticlogic unit (ALU) Basic FB type connected in closed-loop
(outputs of one BFB are connected to the inputs of other
BFB). Following the ﬁring of the INIT input of ALU1 (Fig. 2)
(emitted by hardware interface), the application enters an
inﬁnite sequence of computations consisting of alternating
arithmetic operations addition and subtraction. A composite
function block (CFB) is deﬁned by a signal interface and
internal network of other function block instances similar to
the application in Fig. 2.

1) Description of software metrics used in this case study:
Two systems developed in IEC 61499 (original and refactored)
were evaluated using a basic set of metrics to assess basic
characteristics of the software. These metrics were adopted to
assess IEC 61499 basic and composite FBs [15]. The selected
metrics help to have a quantitative comparison. The Table.I
below shows selected metrics to estimate an individual FBs,
i.e. not as a part of the system (structural hierarchy).
Table I
S ELECTED SOFTWARE METRICS
Metric
Assessment method
Lines of code
The total number of lines in the code
McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity
v(G) = Nedges − Nnodes + 2
Program Length
N = N1 + N2
Program vocabulary
n = n1 + n2
Estimated length
Nel = n1 log2 n1 + n2 log2 n2
Purity ratio
P R = Nel /N
Program volume
V = N log2 n
2
Difﬁculty
D = n21 ∗ N
n2
Program effort
E =D∗V
where,
(n1 ) is distinct operators and (n2 ) is distinct operands
(N1 ) is total number of operators and (N2 ) is total number of operands

B. Motivation
With over 10 years of experience in design and implementation of automation system using IEC 61499, the authors have
learned a lot of useful techniques to overcome different hurdles. The ﬁrst hurdle was debugging, for example debugging a
complex smart-grid application [10]. Testing and debugging in
a block-based programming paradigm is not straight forward,
with many levels of hierarchy and ECC, etc. In order to solve
this problem, we started designing our applications in a certain
way by applying certain design patterns [7]. The result was not
only ability to debug easier, there were some side effects too,
improved readability, re-usability (added many library function

Lines of code (LOC) is one of the most common metrics
that estimates program length and complexity. The structural
complexity of IEC 61499 basic function blocks is estimated
as a combined complexity of control ﬂow in ECC and all
algorithms. The control ﬂow of a program can be represented
as a graph, and a number of paths in the control ﬂow graph
indicate complexity and testability as each path has to be
tested. This metric is referred to as McCabe’s cyclomatic
complexity. The set of Halstead’s metrics indicate volume and



entropy measures. It estimates the program length, vocabulary,
volume, difﬁculty and program effort. It is based on number
of distinct operators (n1 ) and operands (n2 ), and total number
of operators (N1 ) and operands (N2 ). The estimated length
is close to the length of well-structured programs with given
vocabulary. The purity ratio is an indicator of how well the
program is structured. Metrics for composite FB are estimated
as an average across all FBs in the composite FB.
The design complexity of basic and composite FBs can be
estimated with structural, data and system complexity. The
Table.II below shows the metrics for FB i. The fan-out (fout )
Table II
H IGH LEVEL DESIGN METRICS

Metric
Structural complexity
Data complexity
System complexity

Assessment method
2 (i)
S(i) = fout
2 (i) + 1)
D(i) = v(i)/(fout
C(i) = S(i) + D(i)

another standard principle of ”Why change it if it works”, as
matter of fact, refactoring can introduce new bugs and defects
that did not exist before refactoring [17].
In practice, however, the above deﬁnition of refactoring
does not hold, Fowler in his book [16] presents more than 40
refactoring methods and not all of them preserve behavior. It
is, for this reason, Fowler encourages writing test cases before
refactoring. In reality, refactoring can mean multiple things,
below are few examples [18]
• It is a process to improve the code for readability, maintainability, modularity, or for other convenience reasons,
such as ease of debugging.
• It is the process of improving code, usually done when
adding new features to an existing application and/or
when ﬁxing bugs and defects.
B. Why Refactor

is the number of FBs that are directly invoked (connected) by
the FB i. v(i) is the number of input and output data and events
of FB i. Structural metrics reﬂect coupling of the module to
the rest of the system. The efﬁciency of data utilization and
information ﬂow is indicated by data complexity. The system
complexity is also suggested by coupling between software
components (FBs). High fan-out indicates tight coupling,
while high fan-in indicates good component design and reuse.
Fan-in (fin ) is the number of FBs that invoke FB i. It is
impossible to sustain low fan-out and high fan-in across the
whole system.
Design complexity of composite FB also reﬂects in the
Depth of Encapsulation (DoE). The deeper the encapsulation
the harder it is to predict or debug the composite FB. DoE is
the number of FBs that form a given FB i to the root (basic
FB). Finally, maintainability of the software component is a
degree to which a module is open to change. Additionally,
maintainability is affected by the modularity of the software,
i.e. coupling between FBs. This can be illustrated by creating
coupling matrix for particular FB network, indicating the total
number of connections between FBs (data and event, inputs
and outputs).
M Ii = 171 − 5.2ln(V ) − 0.23v(G) − 16.2ln(LOC)
III. R ELATED W ORK
A. Refactoring Deﬁnition
According to the most popular literature on refactoring in
software engineering [16], refactoring is deﬁned as “process
of changing a software system in such a way that it does not
alter the external behavior of the code yet improves its internal
structure.“. Technically speaking it goes against the standard
principle of having a good design ﬁrst and then implementing
it. But in reality, due to business and market demands, the
design is often neglected and hence refactoring comes into the
picture. Refactoring is a controversial subject as it goes against

Refactoring helps with code smells, that are often the root
causes of most bugs and defects. [19] conducted a study
that showed quantitatively that code smells have a direct
impact on maintainability. Although a solution works well
and passes all test cases does not mean that it is a good
solution. A badly implemented solution can result in what is
termed as programming debts, such as Technical debt [20] and
complexity as debt [21] are popular ones. These debts have
direct implications on the cost of the project [22]. Complexity
as a debt (with borrowing money as an analogy) works this
way:
• Writing code is like borrowing money.
• Refactoring is like repaying principal.
• Slower development due to complexity is like paying
interest, the more your delay refactoring, the more interest
you pay.
• When the whole project caves in under the mess, is that
like when the big guys come round and slam your hands
in the car door for not paying up
C. Measuring refactoring efﬁciency
There are many existing works that study effects of refactoring, both advantages, and disadvantages. On the positive side,
metrics related studies such as the one proposed in [23] that
measured software metrics before and after refactoring found
that refactoring improves maintainability and reusability [24],
[25]. On the negative side, work [26] showed that amount
of code added, modiﬁed (includes deleted lines) is directly
co-related to defect density post refactoring. Works [27], [28]
showed that bugs and defects increased post refactoring. Often
refactoring is manual, but some well-known tools, especially
IDE’s offer automated refactoring. However, studies have
shown, even such tools generate refactored code which isn’t
defect free and cannot guarantee the same.
D. Refactoring and Industrial Cyber-Physical Systems
We will look at some literature related to refactoring in
iCPS in this subsection. The work [29] presents applicability
of programming debts (identiﬁed in section III-B, especially



technical debt) in understanding obstacles for the evolution
of Automated Production Systems. The paper studies various
industrial use cases to study the areas that are neglected
which resulted in technical debts. The earliest refactoring work
related to IEC 61499 [30] deals with refactoring of ECC in
basic function block in order to remove condition only states
and to eliminate the possibility of deadlock states. The paper
presented refactoring approach using graph transformations.
[31] presents a study and survey of the evolution of software in
automated production systems and identiﬁes, of many things,
that badly designed modules (universal modules which exist
in standard practice today [32]) result in 80% overhead of
unwanted code. There was also work [33] on plant model
refactoring to address the complexity of model checking [34],
[35] of an IEC 61499 function block application. This addresses the automated veriﬁability metric.
E. Summary
We summarize our literature ﬁndings as follows:
• Refactoring is researched extensively in software engineering and the general conclusion is, it is needed, must
be practiced.
• However, beneﬁts of refactoring is debatable, negatives
are often due to bad refactoring practices, and incomplete
refactoring
• Refactoring is not very well researched in industrial
cyber-physical systems

Figure 3. The Distribution Station: (a) Stack Magazine and (b) Rotating Arm

IV. C ASE S TUDY: D ISTRIBUTION S TATION
In order to exemplify the refactoring methods in this article,
we will use Festo didactics’ distribution station as an example.
The actual solution implemented using NxtStudio [36] tool
can be found at https://goo.gl/eSYoMT. The station is made
up of two main units as shown in Fig.3. It consists of a Stack
Magazine module (SMM) and a Rotating Arm changer (RAC)
module. In total, the station consists of ﬁve digital outputs and
six digital inputs. SMM has one output and three inputs, where
the RAC has four outputs and three inputs. Fig.4 shows the
I/O interface for both the modules.
The SMM consists of three parts: a gravity-feed magazine, a
mechanical stop, and a single-acting cylinder. A single acting
cylinder is the one which needs a single actuation to extend
and retract. When the actuation is TRUE, it extends, and retract
when FALSE (double-acting cylinder has two actuations, one
each for extending and retracting). The feed magazine holds
a maximum of 8 workpieces. Table.III summarizes the I/O’s
and their actions for SMM.

Figure 4. The Distribution Station Interface: Stack Magazine (left) and
Rotating Arm (right)

The RAC is the transport system that picks up workpieces
from magazine physical stop position to another side (downstream) using the suction cup. The swivel range of the arm is
0 to 180 degrees. The arm behaves as a double acting cylinder,
instead of extending and retracting, it swivels from the magazine (SMM) side (called to magazine on the interface, output)
to downstream (called to client on the interface, output).
The arm has hence has two stop positions, at magazine and
at client. Table.IV summarizes the I/O’s and their actions for
RAC.
Table IV
RAC I/O’ S AND THEIR ACTIONS

Table III
SMM I/O’ S AND THEIR ACTIONS

Name
Type
Description
at magazine
input
True when arm is at the magazine side, FALSE otherwise
at client
input
True when arm is at the client(downstream) side, FALSE otherwise
vac on
input
True if vacuum(suction), FALSE otherwise
vacuum on
output
True if vacuum needs to be turned on, FALSE otherwise
vacuum off
output
True if vacuum needs to be turned off, FALSE otherwise
to magazine output
True if arms needs to be moved towards magazine side, FALSE otherwise
to client
output
True if arms needs to be moved towards client (downstream) sidea , FALSE otherwise
a The default/reset position of the arm is tobe stationed at at client position.

Name
Type
Description
empty
input
True if there are no workpieces in the magazine, FALSE otherwise
retracted
input
True if cylinder is retracted, FALSE otherwise
extended
input
True if cylinder is extendeda , FALSE otherwise
retract
output
True when cylinder needs tobe retracted, FALSE otherwise
a The default/reset position of the cylinder is extended.



V. R EFACTORING
The refactoring case presented further in this section is
motivated by limitations of current software tools supporting
IEC 61499 programming. In particular, the tools do not support
dynamic visualization of ECC state during debugging, or
simultaneous visualization of several ECCs in several function
blocks. Besides, on-screen representation of ECC is limited,
with truncated state transitions, hidden algorithms and lack
of comments. To circumvent these limitations, it is often
beneﬁcial to represent the state-machine control logic in form
of function block network in a composite FB. In short the
two refactoring methods presented in this article address
improvement debugability of a system as one of the goals.
A. Method 1: Extract INIT algorithm to RESET FB
Most automation systems have a control panel that houses
some manual controls such as START, STOP, RESET. Fig.5
shows a typical FESTO didactic control panel. In our experience, we saw that almost every function blocks INIT algorithm
did actions that meant to put the system in default/initialization
state. The refactoring methods suggest that we stop handling
INIT event in the block and instead handle the sequence as a
separate function block. Extending this further, we also apply
the “Event-driven, not data-driven” design pattern from [7].

Figure 7. ECC for the Rotating Arm Changer Module

B. Consolidate Similar ECC transitions into a separate FB
This refactoring method helps with Don’t Repeat Yourself
(DRY) problem. Looking at Fig.6 carefully, we see a repetitive
and similar ECC transition pattern. They set an actuation output and it is reset in the next state once respective sensor input
is detected to be TRUE. For example, from state TO MAG to
state PICK WP, to magazine is set and transition condition
waits for at magazine to be TRUE. Same pattern is seen
in transition of succeeding states PICK WP to TO CLIENT,
TO CLIENT to DROP and DROP to WAIT.

Figure 8. Interface and ECC for TrueUntil Basic Function Block

Figure 5. A typical FESTO Didactic Control Panel for HMI

Example: For the ECC shown in Fig.6, we now extract the
INIT algorithm to a reset basic FB, the interface and FB ECC
is shown in Fig.7. Refer to next refactoring method for how
this is used in our case study example, Fig.9 shows its usage.

Example: For the ECC shown in Fig.6, we extract out one
such transition into a new function block called TrueUntil,
interface and ECC of which is shown in Fig.8. Note that
we applied “IO Abstraction Layer”, ”Purely Event-Driven
function blocks”, and ”TrueUntil Service Interface Function
block (SIFB)” design pattern presented in [7]. Remember that
we need to preserve the behavior when we factor, to achieve
this we make use of the “Chain of Actions” design pattern
presented in [7]. The resulting composite function block for
the new refactored ( Refactored working solution can be found
at https://goo.gl/eSYoMT) Rotating Arm Changer module is
shown in Fig.9
VI. A NALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Estimating complexity of two IEC 61499 solutions

Figure 6. ECC for the Rotating Arm Changer Module

For the purpose of this paper we study refactoring of only
Control block. The new FB is referred as RefactoredDSControl. Both FBs are composite and further consist of two
FBs: StackMagazineControl and RotatingArmControl. In the
original implementation RotatingArmControl FB is a basic FB,
while its refactored equivalent is a composite FB, consisting of
11 FB instances among which 5 are from the standard library
(E MERGE and E SR). The assessment was carried out on
FBs Control and RefactoredDSControl; RotatingArmControl
and RefactorRotatingArmControl. The refactoring has resulted
in greater number of FBs, however, these FBs have a low
vocabulary, length, and complexity (Table.V). The FBs do not
have any algorithms and have simple interface and ECC.



Figure 9. Refactored ECC to a chain of actions composite function block
Table V
M ETRICS FOR COMPOSITE FB RefactorRotatingArmControl
FB
go to magazine
turn vacuum on
go to client
turn vacuum of f
ResetARM
StackM agazineControl

LOC
6
6
6
6
6
15

N1
6
6
6
6
10
17

N2
6
6
6
6
10
21

n1
6
6
6
6
10
13

n2
6
6
6
6
10
14

Edge
3
3
3
3
3
6

Node
3
3
3
3
3
6

v(G)
2
2
2
2
2
2

N
12
12
12
12
20
38

n
12
12
12
12
20
37

Nel
31
31
31
31
66
101

PR
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.3
2.6

V
43
43
43
43
86.4
180

n
38
13.6
32.5
20.3

Nel
162
38
131
69.7

PR
1.9
2.7
2.3
2.7

E
129
129
129
129
432
1761

D
3
3
3
3
5
9.7

MI
121
121
121
121
118
99.6

E
6885
189
4323
975

D
16
3.4
12.8
6.5

Table VI
BASIC METRICS OF ORIGINAL AND REFACTORED FB S .
FB
RotatingArmControl
Ref actorRotatingArmControl
Control
Ref actoredDSControl

LOC
28
6
21.5
10.5

N1
38
6.8
27.5
11.9

N2
44
6.8
32.5
13.9

n1
16
6.8
14.5
9.9

n2
22
6.8
18
10.4

Edge
8
3
7
4.5

Table VII
S TRUCTURAL METRICS FOR FB S WITHIN COMPOSITE FB:
RefactorRotatingArmControl
FB
go to magazine
turn vacuum on
go to client
turn vacuum of f
ResetARM
StackM agazineControl
E SR

EO
3
3
3
3
7
3
1

DO
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

EI
2
2
2
2
2
3
2

DI
1
1
1
1
2
3
0

fin
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

fout
2
2
2
2
7
1
1

NI
3
3
3
3
4
6
2

NO
3
3
3
3
7
4
2

S(i)
4
4
4
4
49
1
1

D(i)
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.22
5
2

C(i)
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
49.22
6
3

Structurally they have a low system and data complexity
(Table.VII, EO - event outputs, EI - event inputs, DO and DI
- data outputs and inputs; NI and NO - total number of inputs

Node
8
3
7
4.5

v(G)
2
2
2
2

N
82
13.6
60
25.8

V
430
51.7
305
116

MI
85
121
92.3
110

and outputs). They show low coupling as the Table.VIII depicts
the number of connections (event, data, input, and output)
between all FBs in the composite FB. The software metrics
for composite FB RefactorRotatingArmControl is taken as an
average of its constituent network of FBs. The Table.VI and
Table.IX show the metrics for both original and refactored systems. The refactoring has reduced length, vocabulary, program
volume and effort and difﬁculty. This is due to averaging the
metrics across the FBN of composite FB, showing that composite FB consists of simple FBs. However, the maintainability
increased in the RefactorRotatingArmControl. These metrics
reﬂect the intuition of the developers, as refactored FB is
easier to understand and increased number of FBs increases
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go to magazine

turn vacuum on

go to client

turn vacuum off

sr to magazine

sr vacuum on

sr to client

sr vacuum off

not vac on

FB
ResetARM
go to magazine
turn vacuum on
go to client
turn vacuum off
sr to magazine
sr vacuum on
sr to client
sr vacuum off
not vac on

ResetARM

Table VIII
C OUPLING BETWEEN FB S IN COMPOSITE FB RefactorRotatingArmControl

n/a
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
0

x
n/a
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

x
x
n/a
1
0
0
2
0
0
0

x
x
x
n/a
1
0
0
2
0
0

x
x
x
x
n/a
0
0
0
2
2

x
x
x
x
x
n/a
0
0
0
0

x
x
x
x
x
x
n/a
0
0
0

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
n/a
0
0

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
n/a
0

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
n/a

R EFERENCES

EO
3
3
2
2

DO
4
4
5
5

EI
3
3
2
2

DI
3
3
6
6

fout

FB
RotatingArmControl
Ref actorRotatingArmControl
Control
Ref actoredDSControl

fin

Table IX
S TRUCTURAL METRICS OF ORIGINAL AND REFACTORED FB S .

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

NI
6
6
8
8

NO
7
7
7
7

S(i)
1
1
1
1

D(i)
6.5
6.5
7.5
7.5

C(i)
7.5
7.5
8.5
8.5

DOE
0
1
1
2

the maintenance effort.
Similar results shows the comparison of original Control
FB and RefactoredDSSControl. With regards to the structural
and design metrics, refactoring has not changed system or data
complexity of composite FBs (Control and refactoredDSControl; RotatingArmControl and RefactorRotatingArmControl).
This also reﬂects the intention of developers: simplify the
composite FB RotatingArmContro in a way that does not affect
the rest of the system. However, the depth of encapsulation
has increased (from 1 to 2), which indicates greater design
complexity of the refactored system. This makes sense, since
now RefactorRotatingArmControl FB consists of the network
of FBs. The greater the DoE it can get more difﬁcult to debug
and predict FB behavior.
Overall, the refactoring has improved the system by reducing complexity, volume and program effort of FB RefactorRotatingArmControl, without any impact on system level
complexity. This is in line with opinions of the developers
and conﬁrms the aim of the refactoring process.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
The paper presented a case study of the application of
refactoring methods to an existing function block application.
Refactoring is yet to be extensively researched and used in
software development of iCPS and the paper shows that it
can be done and it is measurable to a good extent. The paper
presented software metrics for pre and post refactoring and
results are encouraging. In the future, we would like to present
a catalog of all refactoring methods we currently use (due to
space constraints, only couple of them were presented in this
article) and study a much larger application example with more
than 30 function block instances.
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